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Intensifiers

An intensifier is a device which scales a quality upward or downward 

from an assumed norm (Bolinger, 1972: 17) 

It is hot                                   (In theoretical terms: it is ∅ hot)

It is very hot

It is really hot



Quirk et al. (1985)

Quirk et al. (1985: 590) divide intensifiers into two sub-categories

depending on their intensifying function

Amplifiers:         “scale upwards from the assumed norm” 

e.g., hot > very hot                

Downtoners:       “scale down from the assumed norm”

e.g., hot > a little bit hot



Amplifiers

Quirk et al. (1985: 590) subdivide amplifiers further depending on 

their semantic function into boosters and maximisers

Boosters: “a high point on the scale”

e.g.,    it is really hot

Maximizers: “upper extreme point on the scale”

e.g.,   it is completely ridiculous



Crosslinguistic Tendencies

Amplifiers are more frequent than downtoners

Boosters are more frequent than maximizers

> (English - D’Arcy, 2015: 460)

> (German - Stratton, 2020a: 200)

> (Norwegian - Stratton & Sundquist, in progress)



Crosslinguistic Tendencies

Adjectives are the most frequently intensified part of speech

> (English - Bäcklund, 1973: 279)

> (German - Androutsopoulos, 1998: 457- 458)

> (Norwegian - Westervoll, 2015: 4)



Why Study Intensifiers?

They provide speakers with the opportunity to impress, persuade, praise

(Partington, 1993: 178)

They lose their intensifying uniqueness over time (Tagliamonte, 2008: 391)

Intensifiers undergo perpetual renewal, recycling, and replacement

diachronically (Ito & Tagliamonte, 2003; Tagliamonte, 2008; Stratton, 2020b)



Lexical Replacement

Old English: swiðe (e.g., Ingersoll, 1978; Méndez-Naya, 2003)

Middle English: ful, wel, riht (e.g., Fettig, 1934: 15-21; Mustanoja, 1960: 319-32)

Early Modern English: very (e.g., Méndez-Naya & Pahta, 2010)

Modern English: very, really, so (e.g., Ito & Tagliamonte, 2003)



Ebb and Flow

The intensifier wel was used in Old English (e.g., Peltola, 1971: 656)

It was thought to have come most popular in the 13th century, but 

declined in frequency after mid-14th century (e.g., Fettig, 1935: 15-

21; Mustanoja, 1960: 319–327)



Ebb and Flow

Picked up again in British English 500 years later

(Ito & Tagliamonte, 2003; Stratton, 2020b)



Ebb and Flow

Its use never really disappeared (Stratton, 2020b)



Ebb and Flow

“Once a word has evolved to have an intensifier function it remains

in the reservoir of forms that a language user may deploy to boost 

meaning from that point onwards regardless of whether it actually 

becomes one of the favoured forms or not” 

(Tagliamonte, 2008: 391)



Why Study Intensifiers?

Systematic linguistic and social correlates

Linguistic:

> Semantic classification (Méndez-Naya, 2008; Méndez-Naya, 2019)

> Syntactic function (Ito & Tagliamonte, 2003; Tagliamonte & Denis, 2014)

Social:

> Age (e.g., Ito & Tagliamonte, 2003)

> Sex (e.g., Fuchs, 2017; Stratton, 2020a)



Why Study Intensifiers?

> Site of much variability and lexical replacement

> Diachronic waxing and waning

> Linguistic and social correlates



Old English Intensifiers

Syntactic (lexical) and morphological (bound) intensification :

(2a) …þa þe swiþe ealde beoð

‘ that which very old is’

‘which is very old’ [850-950, COLAECE]

(2b) se swurdbora wæs forealdod man

‘The sword-bearer was for-old man’

‘The sword-bearer was a very old man’ [950-1050, COAELIVE]

Previous focus on morphological intensification (e.g., Lenker, 2008)



Old English Intensifiers

The variant swiðe ‘very’ is reported as the most frequent Old English 

intensifier (Méndez-Naya, 2003)

However, there is variation by text type/genre (Ingersoll, 1978: 160)

> swiðe less frequent in poetry

> to ‘too’, eal ‘all’, wel ‘well’, ful ‘very’ more frequent in poetry



The Present Study



Variable System

3. (a) Ða ða þæt folc þæt gehirde, hi wæron ∅ bliðe gewordene

‘Then when the people that heard, they were happy become’

‘Then when the people heard that, they were happy’ [950-1050, COAPOLLO]

(b) Hie þa swa bliþe on morgenne wæron & gefeonde ferdon ongean þaem heðnum

‘They then so happy in morning were and rejoiced traveled toward the heathens’

‘They were then so happy in the morning & happily proceeded against the heathens’

[950-1050, COBLICK]

(c) …ða wæs ic swiðe bliþe

‘…then was I very happy’

‘…then I was very happy’ [950-1050, COALEX]



Methodology

Data Source:

> The Old English component of the Helsinki Corpus of English Texts

(Rissanen et al. 1991; Kytö 1996)

> Contains 413,250 words

> Four sub-periods: O1 [2,190 words], O2 [92,050 words], 

O3 [251,630 words]), O4 [67,380 words]

> Time depth of approx. 100 years per sub-period



Methodology

> Downloaded the XML dataset

> Translated ca. 80 percent of the texts 

- Compared my translations with (Early/Late) Modern English translations

- Readers and translation commentaries were useful (e.g., Marsden, 2015)

- Located digital copies/facsimiles found through online platforms 

(e.g., Internet Archive, HathiTrust Digital Library 

- Sample of my translations was checked by some readers/scholars of Old English



Methodology

> Manually coded each intensifiable adjective for intensification or not

> Intensifiability was based on gradability and the presence/absence of intensification in  

Old English

4. (a)   hi wæron bliðe-ADJ

(b)   ða wæs ic swiðe-ADV bliþe-ADJ

(e.g., godcund ‘divine’ not intensified in the Old English corpus)



Circumscription of Variable Context

Excluded:

> Fixed collocations (e.g., halig gast ‘holy spirit’)

> Negative (e.g., ne sceal no to hatheort ‘not shall be too hot-tempered’)

> Comparative (e.g., miccle laþre spell ‘many/much more hostile tales’)

> Superlative (e.g., e.g., ænlicost ‘most eminent’)

> Classifiers (e.g., cristene ‘Christian’ and hæðnum ‘heathen’)

> Non-gradable adjectives (e.g., werleas ‘unmarried’)

> Emphasizers (e.g., soþlice ‘truthfully/certainly)



Functionally Non-Equivalent Contexts

4. (a) Geswet swiþe leohtlice mid hunige

‘Sweeten very lightly with honey’

‘Sweeten very lightly with honey’ [850-950, CMPERIDI]

(b) ðeah hit ful wundorlic ne sie

‘Though it fully wonderful not be’

‘Although it may not be very nice’ [850-950, COCURA]



Data Coding

Internal:

- Syntactic function [predicative vs attributive]

- Semantic classification [based on Dixon’s (2005: 484-485) taxonomy]

External:

- Time (O1, O2, O3, O4)

- Text Type [prose, verse]

- Text Origin [Latin-based, vernacular composition]

- Text ID *included as a random factor











Results



Results



Intensification Over Time



* Only five percent of the variants were downtoners (e.g., hwon norþan ‘a little north)

* Less than five percent of adjectives included in the envelope of variation were intensified  

morphologically (e.g., fore- ‘very’)







Swiðe most frequent in both translated and non-translated texts



Multivariate Analysis

Two logistic regression models were run in Rbrul (Johnson, 2009)

First Model:

Dependent: Presence Vs Absence of Preceding Intensifier

Fixed Factors: Internal (syntactic function, semantic class), External (Time, Origin, Text Type)

Second Model:

Dependent: Presence or Absence of swiðe

Fixed Factors: Internal (syntactic function, semantic class), External (Time, Origin, Text Type)





Contribution of this Study

1) Intensification Rate Increases over time

- in line with synchronic analyses (e.g., Ito & Tagliamonte, 2003)

2) Swiðe was the most frequent 

- consistent with previous work (Méndez-Naya, 2003). However, it was used less 

frequently in verse texts

3) Predicative adjectives were intensified more frequently than attributive adjectives

- Relates to previous work (Tagliamonte & Dennis, 2014)

4) Frequency correlated with the number of semantic categories intensified 

- Consistent with previous work (e.g., Méndez-Naya, 2019)



Contribution of this Study

5) Prose Texts had higher rates of Intensification than Verse 

- possible explanation was the metrical tradition in Old English

- relates to work on register variation (e.g., Biber et al. 1999)

6) Text Origin was an external conditioning factor

- Shows that Latin had an influence on intensifier variability

- Consistent with other linguistic variation in Old English 

(e.g., Rissanen, 2006; Taylor, 2008)

7) Variable System (variants changing over time)

- wel shows a cycle of ebb and flow in OE, before later recycling in English 



Line 35 of Gospel of Mark
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Examples by Semantic Classification



Intensifier Variant Examples

a) screp þonne of þam fæte þat biþ swiðe god sealf þam men þe haefð þicce bræwas
‘scrap then from the vessel that is very good salve the-DAT.SG man who have thick eyelids’

‘Scrape then [the scrapings] off the vessel – that is a really good salve/ointment for anyone who has ‘thick eyelids’

[850-950, COLAECE]

b)    por & cawel & eal þa þe syn swa afer sind to fleoganne

‘Leek and colewort and all that which are so bitter are to avoid’

‘Leek and cabbage and all things which are so bitter are to be avoided’

[850-950, COLAECE]

c)    Gif he sie to drige do on breowende wyrt hwon, clæm on þa dolh & utan ymb

‘if he is-SBJV too dry do a brewing wart little bit, dab on the wound and out around’

‘if it is too dry, add a little bit of brewing wart (a type of liquid extracted during the brewing process), and dab it on the      

wounds and around the wounds’

[850-950, COLAECE]

d) ðonne he wel trum bið to wyrceanne ðæt he ðonne wille, ðonne ðonne him eft sio hæl

losað, ðonne gefred he æresð hwelc heo habbanne wæs ða hwile ðe he hi hæfde

‘when he well strong is to work that he then wants, then then him again the health’

‘When he is strong enough to do what he wants, whenever he gets sick again he will experience the same thing all over 

again’

[850-950, COCURA]



Examples by Semantic Class



Examples:

• ricost ‘very rich’ (not richest)

• hattost ‘very hot’ (not most hot)

Thought to be a Latinism

Comparative/Superlative Absolute


